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				REST OF AMERICAS DESTINATIONS

			
		
	

	
		


  
	  ARGENTINA

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $26.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD from: $32.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  BAHAMAS

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $39.99
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD from: $49.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  BOLIVIA

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $35.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD from: $44.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  CANADA

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $11.49
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD From: $14.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 3-8 days
	FREE delivery when you spend in USD: $70
	FREE delivery when you spend in CAS: $90


    

  




	
		


  
	  CHILE

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $26.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD from: $32.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  COSTA RICA

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $15.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD from: $18.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $35.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD from: $44.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  ECUADOR

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $30.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD from: $38.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  EL SALVADOR

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $39.99
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD from: $49.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  GUATEMALA

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $39.99
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD from: $49.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  PANAMA

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $15.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD from: $18.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  PERU

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $39.99
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: $49.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  PUERTO RICO

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $39.99
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD from: $49.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $15.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD from: $18.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  URUGUAY

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in USD: $30.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in CAD from: $38.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-10 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  Japan

	  

  
  
    
        1. お荷物の大きさが三辺合計100cmを超える場合は、受取場所をコンビニ、ロッカーに指定してたとしても自宅住所への配送に変更されます。
2. 関税、消費税が発生した場合は、受取場所をコンビニ、ロッカーに指定していたとしても自宅住所での対面配達に変更されます。
3. 置き配を選択した場合、配達員がご自宅敷地内に立ち入ることをご了承いただけるものとします。
4. コンビニ、ロッカー受取を指定した場合、それぞれの場所に配達された日から2日以内にお引き取りをお願いします。期限内にお引き取りいただけない場合は 倉庫へ自動的に返送されます。
5. お届け時に配達員がご指定の場所にお届けした荷物の写真撮影を行う場合があります。
6. ヤマト運輸よりお客様に専用URLつきのご案内メールが届きます。
7. 受取場所をご自宅以外に変更した場合、再度ご自宅の受取に変更することはできません。
8. 配達状況やお客様のご依頼のタイミングによってはご指定の受取方法以外の方法でお届けすることがあります。



    

  




	








	





	
		
			
			
				REST OF THE WORLD

			
		
	

	
		


  
	  ALAND ISLANDS

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £4.99
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €5.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days
	Free Tracked Delivery when you spend over: £100.00
	Free Tracked Delivery when you spend over: €100.00


    

  




	
		


  
	  ALBANIA 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £15.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €20.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  ALGERIA

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €19.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  ANDORRA 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £8.89
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €9.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  ANGOLA

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £10.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €15.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  ARGENTINA 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £20.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €22.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  AUSTRALIA 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £9.99
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €12.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 5-9 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  BAHRAIN

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £80.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  BANGLADESH 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £20.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €22.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  BOLIVIA 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £16.99
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €13.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days
	Free Tracked Delivery when you spend over: €70.00


    

  




	
		


  
	  BOSNIA HERZEGOVINA 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £15.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  BOTSWANA 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £25.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €30.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  BURKINA FASO 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £16.99
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €5.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days
	Free Tracked Delivery when you spend over: £200.00
	Free Tracked Delivery when you spend over: €70.00


    

  




	
		


  
	  CAMBODIA

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £15.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  CANADA

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £20.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  CHILE

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £10.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  COLOMBIA 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £20.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €22.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days 


    

  




	
		


  
	  COSTA RICA

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £20.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days 


    

  




	
		


  
	  DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £35.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €40.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  ECUADOR

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £10.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  EGYPT 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £15.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  EL SALVADOR

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £19.99
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  FRENCH POLYNESIA 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £10.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €15.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  GEORGIA 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £4.99
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €2.18
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days
	Free Tracked Delivery when you spend over: £100.00
	Free Tracked Delivery when you spend over: €55.00


    

  




	
		


  
	  GHANA

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £25.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €30.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  GUADELOUPE 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £20.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €25.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 7-14 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  HONG KONG 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £10.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 3-7 days


    

  




	
		


  
	  INDIA 

	  

  
  
    
        	Tracked Delivery Cost in GBP from: £10.00
	Tracked Delivery Cost in EUR from: €15.00
	Expected Delivery time (working days): 6-10 days
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